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ABSTRACT 

This work focuses on moisture effects on mechanical properties of GFRP-balsa sandwich structure experimentally 
and numerically. Firstly, relationships between Moisture Content (MC) and Acoustic Emission (AE) wave velocity 
have been demonstrated by Hsu-Nielsen tests during the water immersion tests. And then, a new methodology was 
proposed to predict the elastic modulus of skin of wet sandwich structure based on the relationship between MC, AE 
wave velocity and skin elastic modulus. Static 4-point bending tests were monitored by InfraRed Thermography (IRT) 
to verify the good consistency between bending stiffness reduction and elastic modulus prediction of wet sandwich by 
the new proposed method. Furthermore, Progressive Damage Analysis (PDA) model has been developed by introducing 
the modified elastic modulus, strength, as well as fracture energy of the wet skin, to quickly predict the bending 
stiffness, fracture load, displacement and damage evolution process of wet GFRP-balsa sandwich. Finally, it 
demonstrates that the damage localization by PDA model has a good concordance with the observations by IRT 
technique. 
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1. Introduction 

Sandwich structures, which consist of two thin but stiff skins bonded to the center thicker but 
lighter core, have been extensively used for the structures under bending of which weight reduction is 
requested, such as civil infrastructures, aeronautical, marine and automotive structures [1-2]. Owing to 
the complex constituents, the skins mainly provide the bending stiffness and strength of the whole 
sandwich structure, while the core offers structure integrity by the shear resistance. During the last 
decades, fiber reinforced composite laminates have been the preferred skins due to their high specific 
strength and stiffness relative to weight. Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) skins are common 
in the aircrafts, while Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) skins are more applied in the marine 
structures because of their relatively lower costs and better corrosion resistance property [3-4]. Due to 
the high specific shear modulus and strength, balsa wood has been widely utilized as the bio-based core 
in the sandwich structures in construction and marine fields [5-6]. Recently, it has been proven that 
FRP materials and wood could work well together in a bonded configuration, thus becoming more 
popular in the infrastructures, such as ship hulls, wind turbine blades and buildings, as well as 
aerospace and aviation industries, aiming at reducing weight and fuel, as well as environment friendly 
[5-9]. However, the complicated anisotropic properties of wood material and strong dependency of its 
mechanical performance on the density [7-8] have made it a challenge to characterize the contribution 
of balsa core to the sandwich. Furthermore, considering the environmental influences, balsa wood 
shows high hygroscopic property as a result of the tubular microscope structure [9-10]. The studies in 
[11-12] have shown that moisture absorption could cause the strength and stiffness reduction of pure 
composite laminates and balsa wood. However, concerning the sandwich structure, it is difficult to 
distinguish the moisture effects on mechanical properties of the skin and the core separately. 3-point 
bending tests [13] have been more often studied to evaluate bending resistance performance of 
sandwich structures, but the more severe local indentation under the loading support may affect the 
stability of the tests and the identification of different damage mechanisms, including the core shear 
damage, skin compressive/tensile damages and skin-core debonding which may occur simultaneously. 
Cantwell W J et al. [14] and Kolat K et al. [15] have performed the Cantilever Beam (SCB) and Three-
Point-Bending Sandwich (TPBS) tests, to prove that water immersion could result in the increase of 
skin-core interfacial fracture energy of GFRP-balsa sandwich. Few other literatures could be found on 
the correlations between Moisture Content (MC) and bending damage mechanisms of GFRP-balsa 
sandwich, especially under 4-point bending loading.  

According to the sandwich theory [16], bending stiffness and strength of sandwich structures are 
mainly affected by mechanical properties of the skins. To characterize the complicated damage 
mechanisms of composite structures, Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques, such as Acoustic 
Emission (AE) and InfraRed Thermography (IRT) [17], have become more effective tools to monitor 
the damage evolution. AE technique has been used by some authors [18-20] to monitor the bending 
behaviors of honeycomb and foam cored sandwich structures. Fotouhi M et al. [20] has investigated the 
different types of damage mechanisms for mode I delamination growth in foam cored sandwich based 
on AE power spectral density in distinct frequency ranges and energy distribution. Saeedifar M and 
Zarouchas D. [21] have made a comprehensive conclusion of AE-based damage characterization and 
localization of laminate and sandwich structures under tensile, compression, bending and fracture 
loading, but few information could be found on balsa cored sandwich. To identify and localize 
damages more precisely, one of the important AE parameters is acoustic wave velocity in the structure, 
which is usually measured based on the arriving time differences between the two sensors fixed on the 
structure surface [22]. The internal material changes and defects could provoke the variation of AE 
wave velocity. In addition, Li Y et al. [23] has adopted signal cross-correlation analysis method to 
determine the time difference between different sensors, to propose a precise source localization 
method on plywood surface. In our previous work [22], it has been demonstrated that AE wave velocity 
can be influenced by the stiffness degradation of the structure, because the velocity of sandwich is 
dominated by the elastic modulus of the skin, the density and thickness of the skin and core. It indicates 
that AE wave velocity could be a useful preliminary parameter to predict the elastic modulus variation 
of the skin before conducting the mechanical tests. By far, moisture effects on AE wave velocity of the 
sandwich structure have not been investigated, but it is very crucial for the further damage localization 
study [21] of wet sandwich. Therefore, on the basis of the previous conclusions, it will greatly benefit 
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the bending stiffness and damage evolution prediction if correlations between MC, AE wave velocity 
and elastic modulus of the sandwich could be found. 

Regarding the damage evolution of composite structures in service, passive IRT method has been 
proven effective since it is based on the radiation of thermal field change of the structural surface due 
to internal damage initiation, without contacting the structure and affecting the mechanical system [24]. 
A lot of related studies focus on the damage characterization of laminates in fatigue tensile tests [25-
26]. Munoz V et al. [17, 27] have also validated that IRT could detect damage mechanisms which 
release higher energy level in static tensile tests of CFRP laminates, including skin delamination and 
fiber breakage. For matrix cracking which will not greatly degrade the structure integrity of laminates 
[28], it is more difficult to be identified by IRT. For application of IRT in bending tests, fewer 
references could be found. Temperature difference could be used to reflect damage accumulation of 
composites in simple cases, but it cannot reflect the real heat source fields because the thermal 
exchange with external environment and the local heat loss due to thermal radiation/conduction are not 
considered. Thus, one challenge for application of IRT on the composite sandwich will be the post-
processing of thermal images by introducing the right thermal properties of the constituents, to obtain 
the precise heat source fields by 2D heat diffusion equation [26-27]. In return, the observations by IRT 
could be correlated to the damage evolution prediction by a numerical model, to validate the accuracy 
of material models for sandwich structures in Abaqus. 

In order to evaluate the bending behavior and predict damage initiation/evolution of composite 
structures, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [29] using Abaqus models could be chosen. Progressive 
Damage Analysis (PDA) model [29-30], which is implemented in Abaqus, as a generalization of the 
approach proposed by Camanhno P and Davila C [31], has been proposed to study 2D laminates [32-
33]. For sandwich structures, factors such as the anisotropic material properties of the two constituents 
and the skin-core interface contact condition make it more difficult to predict the bending behavior and 
damage mechanisms [3]. The contributions of the skin and core to the final failure modes of the whole 
structure shall be further understood. The feasibility of PDA model on sandwich structures needs to be 
demonstrated and improved. For application of PDA model, the four fracture energy values 
(longitudinal/transverse and traction/compression) of the materials are the very important inputs which 
will influence the accuracy of damage initiation and evolution prediction. However, the physical sense 
of these fracture energies is not clear and there are no reference tests associated for the determination of 
these four parameters [30]. Indeed, these fracture energies are often assumed within a range about 1 
N/mm -36 N/mm for GFRP and CFRP laminates [30, 34, 35]. 12.5 N/mm [34-35] was proved to be 
accurate for simulation of unidirectional glass fiber tensile/ compressive damages. For woven glass 
fibers, the proper fracture energies need further validation.  

In this work, GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens were firstly dried and immersed into water under 
room temperature to study moisture effects on mechanical behaviors [36-37]. AE wave velocity tests 
were conducted regularly during the moisture absorption process to investigate the relationships 
between MC, AE wave velocity and elastic modulus of the sandwich. And then, a new methodology 
was proposed, to predict elastic modulus of wet sandwich by simply measuring AE wave velocity of 
dry sandwich and MC. To validate this new methodology, static 4-point bending tests and numerical 
simulations introducing PDA model in Abaqus were compared to investigate moisture effects on 
bending behavior of GFRP-balsa sandwich. In particular, the determination of fracture energy values 
for woven GFRP laminate in PDA model has been discussed and validated by the skin crack 
propagation path observed by IRT. The results lay a critical foundation for the future dialogue between 
experimental and numerical analysis of sandwich structures. 

2. Materials and testing methods 

2.1. Materials and specimens 

In this work, GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens with the original triple dog-bone shape (see Fig. 1) 
[38-39] were designed and tested under 4-point bending. The interest of this special shape is to clearly 
observe the skin damages caused by the max compressive stresses in pure bending zone 1, as well as 
core damages in bending and shear zone 2. Another advantage of this shape is to reduce the local stress 
concentrations under the loading supports and ensure the stability of the tests. All sandwich specimens 
have two identical symmetrical skins which are made of 3-layer GFRP weave balanced fabric/epoxy 
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(Ref: Sicomin E glass fiber twill 3190 with 190 g/m², with 50% fiber volume fraction), and all layers 
are in the same direction to obtain the laminate of [0o]3. The core of GFRP-balsa sandwich is made 
from balsa wood (Ref: BALTEK SB.100, density=148 kg/m3), whose fiber direction is oriented in the 
direction of their thickness (Direction Z in Fig. 1. (b)). GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens were 
fabricated using the vacuum resin infusion method, infusing and curing the skin and core 
simultaneously. According to supplier standard of EPOLAM 2017 Resin, a big sandwich panel (1200 
mm * 600 mm) was firstly cured in vacuum under room temperature for 7 hours, and then post-cured at 
45℃ for 2 hours, 60℃ for 2 hours and 80℃ for 8 hours. Finally, the panel was cut into small dog-bone 
specimens by water jet technique. Dimensions of sandwich specimens are shown in Table 1. Material 
parameters of woven glass fiber [40-41] have been demonstrated in [22] (see Table 2). Equivalent 
elastic modulus and other parameters of balsa core along three different directions are obtained based 
on multi-scale modelling of elastic properties in [42], as shown in Tables 3. Direction Z (see Fig. 1. 
(b)), which is the longitudinal fiber axis of balsa wood, is along the thickness and loading direction of 
the sandwich. 

2.2. Moisture absorption test setup 

According to the definitions in ISO 12571 [37] for determination of hygroscopic sorption properties 
of building materials, five GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens were firstly dried in the oven at 40℃ until 
the constant mass, which was reached if the change of mass between three consecutive weighings, each 
made every 24 h, differs by less than 0.1% of the total mass. 40℃ is below the glass transition 
temperature of the materials, to avoid the material damages due to high temperature. Then the 
specimens were immersed into water under room temperature until the constant mass the same as the 
drying process, by fully touching water in all directions. On the first day, the mass was measured twice 
a day because water absorption rate was normally faster on the beginning days. Then mass 
measurements were performed every 24 h later. Finally, Moisture Content (MC) in the specimen, 
which is the ratio of the mass of the absorbed moisture in the structure to the oven-dried initial mass, 
can be defined by Eq. (1): 

 MC = �����
��  (1)

Where M0 is the initial mass after drying process, Mi is the mass of wet specimen.  
During the whole moisture absorption period, Hsu-Nielsen tests were performed regularly along the 

specimen length direction (0° , Direction X) (see Fig. 2) to monitor moisture effects on AE wave 
velocity. AE system mainly includes the pencil source, sensors, the coupling agent, pre-amplifier, 
analogue filters and the acquisition software (Mistras AEwin software with USB-AE node). As 

demonstrated in our previous work [22], in Hsu-Nielsen tests, wideband sensors are often located on 

the surface of the plate to distinguish between the two wave modes, the extensional wave having higher 
velocity and frequency, and flexural wave with lower velocity and frequency [22]. But in the 
measurements of wave velocity, it’s better to reduce the influence of flexural mode because the 
velocity equation is mainly based on extensional wave mode. AE wave velocity of the flexural wave 
mode will increase when the frequency is higher, so two resonance sensors R6α whose resonance 
frequency is 60 kHz were used in wave velocity tests to give the smaller error of measurements of 
velocity of extensional wave. While wideband sensors will be used in 4-point bending tests to receive 
more signals emitted by the accumulating damages, to classify different damages modes. The threshold, 
which determines the system sensitivity to the environmental noise, was set by 30 dB, and the pre-
amplifier was 40 dB. All the other parameters were set as same as [22]. In [22], the influence of 
propagation directions on the velocity has been discussed, showing that velocity of GFRP-balsa 

sandwich is highest along the fiber direction in 0°, lowest in 45°, and the relative difference between  

0° and 45° is less than 16%. In this work, considering that acoustic wave mainly propagates along 0° 
between the two sensors and it’s along the longitudinal elastic modulus direction of GFRP skin, only 

wave velocity in 0° was measured and discussed. AE wave velocity can be calculated by Eq. (2): 

 � = �
����� (2)

Where t2 and t1 are arrival times of the maximum amplitude at each sensor, respectively; D is the 
distance between sensors S1 and S2, which is 100 mm. The distance between sensor S1 and the source is 
50 mm (see Fig. 2). 
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After comparative tests of velocity measurements by different sensor distance D=50 mm and 
D=100 mm, it has been verified the error caused by the positioning of sensors is less than 5% and the 
influence of attenuation of the signals on the velocity propagation could also be ignored when the 
travelled path is less than 200 mm. 

2.3. 4-point bending test setup 

For both wet and dry GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens, 4-point bending tests (see Fig. 3. (a)) were 
controlled by displacement rate imposed at 2 mm/min [4] using the MTS machine with load cell of 100 
kN at room temperature. Since the upper skin damages are the predominant, IRT system was set to 
monitor more clearly the upper skin surface in zone 1 (see Fig. 3. (b)), including IR camera (FLIR 
X6801sc, with a resolution of 608 × 312 full images at 520 frames per second) and acquisition 
computer with ResearchIR Master software. 

3. A new methodology to predict elastic modulus of wet GFRP-balsa sandwich 

3.1. Moisture absorption behavior 

Moisture absorption behaviors of five GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens are reported in Fig. 4. The 
average MC (orange curve) reaches almost 20% during the first 24 h. According to the standard, it took 
nearly four months to reach constant 120% MC with a standard deviation of 3.68%, indicating that 
GFRP-balsa sandwich is highly sensitive to humidity [10-11]. 

3.2. Moisture effects on AE wave velocity and bending responses of GFRP-balsa sandwich 

To correlate AE wave velocity to MC of GFRP-balsa sandwich, the average AE wave velocity of 
five specimens is plotted as MC increases by every 20% (see Fig. 5). It shows that AE wave velocity 
decreases from 3120 m/s to 1870 m/s (by 40%) as MC increases to 120%. If the curve is fitted by a 
polynomial equation of order 2, an empirical relationship between AE wave velocity and MC can be 
expressed by Eq. (3) which is valid when MC is 0-120% for GFRP-balsa sandwich:  
 v���0°� = 444.02 ∙ MC� − 1609.2 ∙ MC + v!�0°�                               (3)

Where v���0°� is AE wave velocity in the wet sandwich measured in specimen length direction 

" = 0°; ���0°�=3120 m/s is AE wave velocity in the dry specimen before water immersion, MC is the 
moisture content in percentage.  

Based on the equations in [22], AE wave velocity of composite sandwich is mainly determined by 
the elastic modulus, density and Poisson’s ratio of the structure. When MC increases in the sandwich, it 
will cause internal damages, such as matrix debonding and fiber/matrix debonding [12] of the GFRP 
skin, due to the reduction of intralaminar strength of fiber/matrix debonding and interlaminar toughness 
of laminate plies. In fact, we have observed by microscope that the GFRP skin delamination under 4-
point bending will be more severe as moisture content increases. It signifies that the whole stiffness of 
the sandwich will be decreased, and reflected by the elastic modulus and AE wave velocity decrease.  

Fig. 6 compares Force/Displacement curves of wet and dry GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens under 
4-point bending loading. Firstly, it shows that all the wet and dry specimens experience a similar linear 
behavior before the final sudden rupture. Compared to dry sandwich, the average bending stiffness of 
wet specimens at loading points shows about 18% decrease, from 107 N/mm (±2 N/mm) to 88 N/mm 
(±3 N/mm). The average fracture load of wet specimens (730 N±37 N) is about 35% lower than that of 
the dry ones (1115 N±102 N). It proves that moisture absorption has caused obvious decrease of 
bending stiffness and strength. 

3.3. A new methodology based on correlations between MC, AE wave velocity and elastic 

modulus 

In our previous study [22], it has been demonstrated that AE wave velocity of sandwich structure is 
mainly determined by elastic modulus of the skin, density of the constituents, the core and skin 
thickness.  AE wave velocity in any direction θ of sandwich can be expressed by Eq. (4), and elastic 
modulus of sandwich can be calculated from that of the skin by Eq. (5) in the case of h% <
0.1h'E'�θ�/E%�θ�. The contribution of elastic modulus of the light core could thus be ignored. 

 v)�θ� = * +,�-�
.,/0�123�-��4                                                  (4)
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 E)�θ� = E'�θ� ∙ �
�56768

                                   (5)

Where hc and hf are the thickness of the core and skin, respectively; ρ:  is the density of 
sandwich;  E)�θ�  and E'�θ� are elastic modulus of the sandwich and skin, respectively; ν=>�θ�  is 

Poisson's ratio in the measured direction θ. In this work, θ is 0° along the specimen length direction X 
in Fig. 2. 

The bending stiffness reduction demonstrated by Fig. 6 and the decrease of AE wave velocity 
shown in Fig. 5 as a function of MC let us suppose that the velocity models [22] proposed for dry 
sandwich could be further applied to wet ones if the relationship between AE wave velocity and MC is 
known.   

According to Eq. (4), elastic modulus of wet and dry sandwich along 0° can be expressed by: 

 E���0°� = ρ�� ∙ ?v���0°�@� ∙ �1 − ν���0°���                               (4a)

 E!�0°� = ρ! ∙ ?v!�0°�@� ∙ �1 − ν!�0°���                   (4b)

Where ρ��  and A�  are the density of wet and dry sandwich, �BC�0°� and ���0°�  are AE wave 

velocity of wet and dry sandwich in 0° direction, ν���0°� and ν!�0°� are Poisson’s ratio of wet and dry 

sandwich in 0° direction, respectively. 

Since moisture has little effect on Poisson’s ratio [10-11], ν���0°� and ν!�0°� can be regarded as 
the same. The volume of the sandwich shows very little difference after water immersion process, so it 
can be calculated that ρ�� = �1 + MC� ∙ ρ!. Thus, Eq. (6) can be obtained to predict elastic modulus 

DBC�0°� of wet GFRP-balsa sandwich for a given MC if the density ρ! and the velocity v!  of dry 
sandwich are known: 

 E���0°� = �1 + MC� ∙ ρ! ∙ ?444.02 ∙ MC� − 1609.2 ∙ MC + v!�0°�@� ∙ �1 − ν!�0°���         (6) 

For a sandwich made from any material which will not generate great volume and Poisson’s ratio 
change due to moisture absorption, if AE wave velocity of wet sandwich has also been measured, 

DBC�0°� of the wet sandwich can be simply predicted by Eq. (7b): 

 
+EF/G°4
+H/G°4 = .EF

.H ∙ �IEF/G°4
IH/G°4 �� (7a)

 E���0°� = �1 + MC� ∙ a� ∙ E!�0°�  (7b)

Where K = �BC�0°� ���0°�⁄  is the ratio of AE wave velocity of wet sandwich over that of dry 
sandwich.  

Applying Eq. 7b to our specimens with 120% MC, a is equal to 0.6, so it can be obtained that 

DBC�0°�=0.79D��0°�. According to Eq. (5), it signifies that elastic modulus of the skin of wet sandwich 
is 79% of that of dry sandwich. Bending stiffness is mainly determined by elastic modulus of the skin 
[4, 7], so it can be predicted that bending stiffness of wet sandwich will be also about 79% of the dry 
sandwich. Since the average bending stiffness of wet specimens is proved to be about 82% of the dry 
specimen in Fig. 6, it demonstrates that the bending stiffness reduction agrees well with elastic 
modulus prediction by the new methodology, having only an error of 3.8%. 

Using this model to predict the variation of elastic modulus of the skin of wet sandwich without 
mechanical tests is time-consuming. The knowledge of this variation is of great interest in a numerical 
model, because the bending behavior of wet sandwich could be better predicted by a numerical model 
if the variation of material’s parameters as a function of MC has been integrated. Table 4 gives the 
parameters used in our numerical study for wet sandwich. Combining prediction and experimental 
results, elastic modulus of wet skin has been modified as 80% of those material parameters of dry 
sandwich in Table 2, and shear modulus has also been decreased as 80% of dry skin, since the 
reference [43] has verified that tensile and shear modulus values decrease by the very near percentage 
due to the same moisture content. In addition, after several simulations by changing shear modulus 
values, it has proven that the variation of shear properties has little influence on the 4-point bending 
behavior of the sandwich predicted by the Abaqus models described in the next parts. 

4. Validation of the proposed elastic modulus prediction methodology by numerical models 

4.1. Abaqus model establishment 
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Numerical simulations were performed by implicit analysis in Abaqus/Standard 2019 to investigate 
4-point bending behavior of GFRP-sandwich structure. FEA model of composite sandwich is effective 
only when the following conditions are set properly: the structure geometry, loading and boundary 
conditions, interaction contact between different components, material properties, as well as the mesh 
refinement. In implicit analysis of Abaqus, the density of the material used will not affect the 
simulation results. The geometry and loading condition are shown in Fig. 7. (a). Considering that the 
average failure displacement of dry sandwich in the tests was a little smaller than 12 mm, a vertical 
displacement loading of 12 mm was applied to all the models to ensure the fracture displacement can 
be reached. The two lower supports are fixed to eliminate all freedom. For the interaction between 
skins and loading/support surfaces, surface-to-surface contact was chosen to ensure the convergence of 
the models. Based on damage observations in tests, upper skin damages are predominant, so skin-core 
interfaces are tied in the model without considering skin-core debonding. 

Based on the classical laminate theory, 3-layer GFRP skins are modelled by continuous thin shell 
element S4R (without thickness definition), while the thicker balsa core is created by solid element 
C3D8R for meshing (see Fig. 7. (b)). In the models, the longitudinal fiber direction of balsa wood is 
along the vertical direction Z. As demonstrated in [40], elastic modulus and strength are considered 
constant in Radial-Transverse (R-T) plane of balsa wood, considering elastic modulus in this plane is 
much lower than that in the Longitudinal-Radial (L-R) and Longitudinal-Transverse (L-T) planes (see 
Table 3).  

As well known, the mesh density in FEA models will highly affect the calculation convergence and 
accuracy. The smaller mesh size means more accurate results, but the computing time gets significant 
as well. Stress singularities may also appear in the model where the stress increases permanently as the 
mesh size decreases, which may result in the bigger computation error [29]. Therefore, a balance 
between computing time and accuracy shall be found by using mesh cells which are small enough. 
Dependency of calculation accuracy on the mesh size was studied by using different cell size of 3 mm, 
2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1.5 mm for both skin and core elements. It was found that the much bigger mesh 
size of 3 mm and smaller size of 1.5 mm will cause the non-convergence problem. To compromise 
between computational efficiency and accuracy, the mesh element is finally chosen as 2 mm for the 
thin skins in X-Y plane and core cells both in X-Y plane and thickness direction Z. 

Finally, the remaining problem is to determine correct material parameters of sandwich constituents. 
Sadler R L et al. [11] and Gerhards C C [12] have proven that moisture had the greatest effect on 
compressive properties along fiber direction of wood, but less effect in Radial-Transverse plane. It 
means that moisture could not affect greatly the core compressive properties in R-T (X-Y) plane under 
4-point bending. Therefore, one hypothesis here is that material properties of the core will not be 
changed when simulating bending behavior of wet sandwich. It has been demonstrated that water 
molecules could penetrate into composite laminates by both physical diffusion and chemical 
decomposition, and then result in both reversible and irreversible hygroscopic damages [13]. Moisture 
diffusion is the dominate reason, mainly inducing irreversible fiber/matrix interface debonding by 
capillarity mechanism and reversible matrix plasticization. In fact, the wet and dry balsa cores show 
very little damage during bending tests, so simulation of wet sandwich is discussed by only modifying 
material parameters of skins (see Table 4). 

4.2. Progressive Damage Analysis (PDA) model 

Progressive Damage Analysis (PDA) model is implemented in Abaqus, widely applied to 
composite laminates [29-35] by combining the Hashin damage initiation criterion and damage 
evolution law based on the fracture energy. 

4.2.1. Damage initiation 

In Abaqus, the damage onset of composite is determined by Hashin damage initiation criterion 
which considers four different damage initiation mechanisms, including fiber tension (ft), fiber 
compression (fc), matrix tension (mt) and matrix compression (mc) [30]. 

Fiber tension (M00 ≥ 0) is mainly determined by the longitudinal tensile strength of the lamina, and 
also considering a small contribution of in-plane shear failure, as Eq. (8) shows: 

 OP� = ?Q��
R�S @� + T ?Q��

RU @�
                                          (8)
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Fiber compression (M00 < 0) is controlled by the longitudinal compressive strength of the lamina, 
as Eq. (9) shows: 

 OPV = ?Q��
R�W@�

                                                (9)

Matrix tension and/or shear (M�� ≥ 0) is mainly determined by the transverse tensile strength and 
in-plane shear strength, as Eq. (10) shows: 

 FYZ = ?[��
\�] @� + ?[��

\U @�
                                   (10)

Matrix compression (M�� < 0) results in the shear-compression failure of matrix, as Eq. (11) shows: 

 FY% = ?[��
�\^@� + _?\�7

�\^@� − 1` [��
\�7 + ?[��

\U @�
                            (11)

Where Mab  are the components of the stress tensor; O0� , O0V  are the longitudinal tensile and 
compressive strengths in the fiber direction; O�� , O�V  are the transverse tensile and compressive 
strengths in the matrix direction; Od, Oe  are the longitudinal and transverse shear strengths, and T 
describes the contribution of shear stress to the fiber failure. OP� , OPV , Of� , OfV  are the damage indexes. 
Damage initiates when any of them attains 1. 

4.2.2. Damage evolution 

Once any of the damage initiation criterion is satisfied, the material stiffness continues to degrade. 
The damage evolution is mainly characterized by the four critical energy release rate values gaV, where 
i=ft, fc, mt, mc, corresponding to the four damage mechanisms: fiber failure under tension, under 
compression, matrix failure under tension and compression, respectively. gaV corresponds to the area of 
the triangle OAC shown in Fig. 8 [30], based on the traction-separation law. And they are defined as 
the equivalent values, not measurable experimentally. Different from the common interlaminar fracture 
energy determination [33], gaV  values input into PDA model in Abaqus are intralaminar, using a 
characteristic length instead of the real crack separation displacement, to calculate the 1D equivalent 
displacement hij [30]. And then damage variable in Abaqus is defined as d by Eq. (12): 

 d =  lmn7 /lmn�lmn� 4
lmn/lmn7 �lmn� 4                                     (12)

Where hijV = 2gaV MijG⁄  is the max hij at point C in Fig. 8. hijG , MijG  are the equivalent displacement 

and stress at point A where the damages initiate. For each damage mode, d represents the reduction of 
stiffness matrix and varies from zero (damage initiation point A) to one (full damage point C). 

Hence, besides the six strength parameters, the four gaV  values shall be introduced into Abaqus 
correctly to evaluate the damage evolution process of composite laminates. But it is not clear whether 
PDA model is also effective for the more complex sandwich structure, and few literatures about this 
field could be found. In addition, it is very difficult to determine the precise gaV due to the anisotropy of 
composites and the difficulty in classifying the four damage modes experimentally. For unidirectional 
fiber reinforced polymer by glass or carbon fibers, most engineers and researchers just assume the 
values as others [30, 31, 34, 35] have done. Barbero E J et al. [30] have discussed the influences of 

1.5 N/mm < gf�V < 30.5 N/mm  on simulation of longitudinal tensile damages in the [0°�/90°e]:  
laminates, proving that gf�V = 12 N/mm  was the best choice with smallest error. Lapczyk I and 
Hurtado J A [34] assumed that  gP�V = gPVV = 12.5 N/mm and gf�V = gfVV = 1 N/mm for glass fiber 

reinforced epoxy. In this work, woven glass fiber-reinforced epoxy laminates were used, so the 
experiences in unidirectional fibers shall be reconsidered. The influence of different gaV values on the 
simulation prediction accuracy of GFRP-balsa sandwich will be discussed with the help of damage 
evolution images observed by IRT technique. 

4.3. Validation of numerical model  

4.3.1. Influence of elastic modulus of the skin on bending stiffness of sandwich 

Based on the modified elastic modulus of GFRP skin of wet GFRP-balsa sandwich, bending 
stiffness can be predicted by the simulation models and compared to experimental results in Fig. 6, as 
shown in Fig. 9. Bending stiffness by simulation is only affected by the input elastic modulus, not 
affected by strengths and fracture energies in PDA models, so only the models showing the smallest 
error with average experimental Force/Displacement curves are plotted in Fig. 9. Detailed influence of 
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strengths and fracture energies on the final damage initiation and evolution prediction will be discussed 
next. Fig. 9 shows that Force/Displacement curves predicted by numerical models have the similar 
linear behaviors up to failure for both dry and wet specimens. Compared to the average experimental 
bending stiffness, the simulations give the stiffness only 1.9% and 3.4% lower for dry and wet 
specimens, respectively. It is interesting to note that numerical bending stiffness of wet specimen (85 
N/mm) decreases by 19% of that of dry one (105 N/mm). Recalling that the decrease of bending 
stiffness in wet sandwich measured experimentally is about 18%, the reduction of the skin modulus of 
wet sandwich predicted by Eq. 7. (b), used in the numerical simulations, gives a good concordance with 
the experimental measurements. Thus, the proposed methodology to modify elastic modulus of wet 
skin by AE wave velocity could be effective to predict the bending stiffness of sandwich. 

4.3.2. Influence of fracture energy of the skin on damage evolution prediction 

For GFRP-balsa sandwich structure under 4-point bending, the final upper skin damages are 
controlled mainly by compressive strength. So, the accuracy of this material parameter is critical for 
determining correctly the damage initiation by Abaqus model [30-31]. The strengths of woven E glass 
epoxy composites are chosen as the average values in literatures [40-41], as Table 5 shows. Moisture 
effects on strengths of wet sandwich [43] have been considered by decreasing all the values of dry 
sandwich by 35% based on 4-point bending test results in Fig. 6. 

For a sandwich structure under bending loading, the compressive strength, compressive fracture 
energy values [35] are the determined parameters for damage evolution prediction of the upper skin. 
Normally, tensile fracture energy shall be a little higher than compressive energy [4], but tensile energy 
almost has little influence on the final damage evolution in our cases. In this work, considering 
assumptions in [30, 34] and the same characteristics in longitudinal and transverse directions of woven 
GFRP laminates, tensile and compressive energies are assumed the same. And we have found that 
when the compressive fracture energy is constant, the results will be almost the same even though 
tensile fracture energy is increased. Thus, influences of gaV  on the prediction of fracture load and 
damage evolution process of GFRP-balsa sandwich are discussed by adjusting gaV in different groups 
between 1 N/mm and 36 N/mm, as shown in Table 6.  Dry 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent the models using 
different fracture energy values by 1, 12, 24 and 36 N/mm, respectively, while wet 1, 2 and 3 stand for 
the models using 12, 9.6 and 6 N/mm considering the energy reduction due to moisture absorption. 

The bending behavior predicted by numerical models is compared with experimental curve in Fig. 
10.  For the dry sandwich (see Fig. 10. (a)), the fracture load increases with the fracture energy imposed. 
The difference relative to the average experimental fracture load (1115 N) between the models Dry 1 
(1022 N), Dry 2 (1078 N), Dry 3 (1178 N), Dry 4 (1228 N) is 8.3%, 3.3%, 5.7% and 10.2%, 
respectively. In the range of the variation of the fracture energy rate from 1 to 36 (N/mm), the 
maximum relative error of fracture load between simulations and experiments is about 10%. The 
Force/Displacement curve of Dry 2 which assumes the fracture energy rate of 12 N/mm gives the 
fracture load and fracture displacement most near to the average experimental values. So, this fracture 
energy rate has been taken as reference to study the wet sandwich. Herein, wet sandwich has been 
simulated with the same parameters of Dry 2, as well as with the fracture energy rate reduced by 20% 
and 50% to consider the moisture effect. 

Fig. 10. (b) compares the simulation results of three models with the average experimental result 
for wet specimens. It can be seen that the fracture load obtained by the model Wet 1 (761 N), Wet 2 
(701 N), Wet 3 (673 N) is 4.2%, 4.0% and 7.8% lower than that of experimental one (730 N), 
respectively. It’s obvious that the accuracy of fracture load prediction of all these three models could be 
accepted, but the model Wet 2 gives the fracture displacement closest to the average experimental 
value. Herein, the reduction of the fracture energy due to the moisture effects should be considered to 
improve the fracture displacement prediction by PDA model.  

In a conclusion, for dry GFRP-balsa sandwich, the fracture load prediction using fracture energy 
rate within 1 N/mm-36 N/mm could be acceptable with almost less than 10% relative error. For wet 
sandwich with 120% MC, considering both fracture load and displacement, evaluated by combining the 
elastic modulus and strength reduction, the reasonable range of fracture energy rate should be 50%-80% 
of that of dry sandwich. These conclusions lay crucial foundations for the future simulation study on 
woven glass fiber laminates and composite sandwich structures. 

4.3.3. Damage evolution prediction by PDA model  
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In this part, only the results from model Dry 2 and model Wet 2 will be discussed. Their damage 
initiation and evolution images are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. In Fig. 11. (a) and Fig. 
12. (a), only the GFRP skin is displayed since the damage initiation predicted is in the center of zone 1 
(see Fig.1). Herein, the damage indexes (DAMAGEFC) represent compression mechanism, and 
damage initiates when DAMAGEFC exceeds 0, full damage of the elements occurs only when 
DAMAGEFC equals 1. It is clear that the most loaded areas (red mesh cells) are located at the center of 
upper skin where there are the highest longitudinal compressive stresses. Around the maximum red 
damaged area in the center (DAMAGEFC=1), the stress concentration appears with DAMAGEFC=0.3-
0.6, it should be caused by the redistribution of the stresses due to full damage of the elements at the 
center. According to the size of red area in the center of zone 1 (Fig. 11 (d) and Fig. 12 (d)), it can be 
concluded that damages of dry sandwich are more severe than those of wet one. These results will be 
confirmed in later parts by IRT observations (see Fig. 13-14). 

Fig. 11. (b)-(d) and Fig. 12. (b)-(d) show the damage evolution of dry and wet sandwich with the 
increase of applying displacement (Dis.) or force (F). Fig. 11. (b) and Fig. 12. (b) show the skin 
damages at the failure load. Fig. 11. (c) and Fig. 12. (c) correspond to the time when cracks have 
propagated about 1/4 of the specimen width. Fig. 11. (d) and Fig. 12. (d) show the final complete 
fracture of the whole specimen width. In both dry and wet sandwich, the damage propagates always 
from the edges to the center in the width direction as the displacement increases up to final failure. In 
fact, the propagation of the damage is very rapid. From the damage at maximum load to final fracture, 
it can be evaluated that just about 1.5 seconds are required for a dry specimen and 2.1 seconds for a wet 
one with the loading rate at 2 mm/min. It means that skin cracks of dry sandwich propagate much faster 
than the wet one from damage onset point to full fracture.  

5. Damage initiation and evolution observations by IRT 

Based on the first (energy conservation) and second (admissible evolutions) principles of 
thermodynamics, 2D heat diffusion equation (Eq. (13)) [24-27] is used to determine the heat source 
field during the damage evolution process, by considering the dependence of temperature data on time 
and space simultaneously.  

 ρC ?u∆w
uZ + ∆w5w��wm3]

x]6
@ − k ?u�∆w

u>� + u�∆w
u=� @ = s                            (13)

Where s is the heat source, which represents the real temperature variation rate at a certain time due 
to the thermoelastic source and damage dissipation; {G is the average temperature of the first ten IRT 
images; {i|� is the room temperature; }�~ is the time increment which characterizes the heat convection 
between the specimen and environment. ∆T = { − {G, which is the temperature difference; ρ is density; 
C is the specific heat; k is the thermal conductivity coefficient. 

Heat source s is composed of the irreversible mechanical dissipation �0  and the reversible 
thermoelastic coupling ��~i between the temperature and strain [26], so the irreversible heat source can 
be obtained by: 
 �0 = � − ��~i                                         (14)

Where  ��~i = − T{G
�Q
�� . T is thermal expansion coefficient, M is the stress. 

Li H et al. [42] have proven that in-plane longitudinal (X direction) and transverse (Y direction) 
thermal conductivities of woven E glass fiber are the same. The properties of balsa core can also be 
assumed constant in X-Y (R-T) plane [45]. In this work, thermal coefficients of GFRP and balsa are 
assumed constant along X and Y directions, as shown in Table 7 [44-46]. Skin damages are the 
predominant in the tests, to apply 2D heat diffusion equation, heat sources are assumed homogeneous 
through the thickness direction since the skin is very thin. Since ρC of the GFRP skin is about four 

times as much as the balsa core, k of the balsa is much smaller than that of GFRP, and T{G
�Q
��  of the 

balsa core is also much lower under bending loading, only the contributions of thermal coefficients of 
the GFRP skin to the sandwich specimen in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) are considered. Moisture effects on 
the thermal coefficients of the skin could be obtained by Eq. (15a-d) [46]. A�R, ��R, ��R and T�R are 
the density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and expansion coefficient of the dry skin, A� , �� , 
�� and T� are the coefficients of water, ABCR , �BCR , �BCR  and TBCR  are the coefficients of the wet 
skin.  
  ABCR = �A�R + A� ∙ ��� �1 + ���⁄       (15a)
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 �BCR = ���R + �� ∙ ��� �1 + ���⁄     (15b)
 �BCR = ���R + �� ∙ ��� �1 + ���⁄     (15c)

 TBCR = �T�R + T� ∙ ��� �1 + ���⁄     (15d)
}�~ can be obtained by active IRT tests. Firstly, the specimen was heated by halogen lamp, and then 

heating process was stopped to cool the surface until the room temperature [26-27]. Heat source s 
produced by the material was zero during cooling process, so }�~ can be identified simply by solving 

Eq. (13), which is }�~ = 180 ± 10 � in this work. And then, it can be noted that A��∆w5������S
�S� � can be 

negligible compared to A� �∆w
�� .  

In this case, Eq. (13) becomes Eq. (16): 

 ρC u∆w
uZ − k ?u�∆w

u>� + u�∆w
u=� @ = s                                    (16)

The cumulative irreversible damage �0 can be calculated by Eq. (17): 

 �0 = � �0
Z

G dt                                          (17)

Since GFRP-balsa sandwich has a max displacement of nearly 12 mm during the whole 4-point 
bending test, the traditional method which obtains the real temperature difference by ∆T = { − {G 
without considering the displacement is no longer accurate. In order to clearly observe the damage 
evolution process, temperature difference at time t is firstly calculated by the superposition of the 
subtraction from any two adjacent frames ( ∆T =T1-T0 + T2-T1+…+ Tt-Tt-1). Correlation between 
movement of the vertical pixel in IRT temperature images and true displacement of the specimen is 
introduced into MATLAB program to improve the accuracy of post-processing of thermal images. 
Finally, a correction is introduced into ∆T in Eq. (16) by solving the problem of big displacement 
effects on temperature difference calculation accuracy. The final accurate cumulative heat source field 
images are shown in Fig. 13-14. The three yellow lines represent the edges of upper and lower skins in 
zone 1, as marked in Fig. 13-14. (a-d). 

As seen in Fig. 13. (d) and Fig. 14. (d), at the final failure of the dry and wet specimens under 4-
point bending loading, compressive damages in the middle of upper skin are the dominated damage 
mechanisms. Fig. 13. (a)-(c) and Fig. 14. (a)-(c) show the damage initiation point and propagation path 
of upper skin of dry and wet specimens, respectively. The damage localizations in the tests agree well 
with positions predicted by PDA model in Abaqus. In addition, around of the center skin crack, the 
damage zone extension in the specimen length direction (spatial resolution: 1.25 pixel/mm in Fig. 14) 
in the dry specimen (3 mm) seems larger than that of the wet one (2 mm), like what predicted by 
numerical simulations. 

It is also obvious that the dry skin fully fractures much faster than wet skin. IRT camera has 
observed that the dry skin crack propagates directly from the initiation point to the full specimen width, 
while wet sandwich shows a slower and clearer propagation process. It takes about 1.04 s for dry 
sandwich and 1.52 s for wet one (with a frame rate of 480 Hz) to propagate from the damage initiation 
to the final full damage. It demonstrates that IR camera could effectively capture the very fast GFRP 
skin damages at the final fracture time in static 4-point bending tests. The whole width in the center of 
the specimen is 40 mm, so it can be evaluated that the average crack propagation velocities of dry and 
wet sandwiches by IRT are about 38.5 mm/s and 26.3 mm/s. Recalling that the average crack 
propagation velocities predicted by PDA models are 26.7 mm/s (1.5 s) and 19.0 mm/s (2.1 s) for dry 
and wet sandwich, respectively, although the velocity error between IRT and PDA model is a little big, 
the ratio of dry sandwich over wet one is 1.46 by IRT, similar to 1.40 by PDA. It means that the crack 
propagation of simulation is a little less suddenly, but the damage evolution prediction difference 
between the dry and wet sandwich could be acceptable.  

It is also interesting to find that some small temperature increases in red circles on the dry specimen 
surface have been captured by infrared camera in Fig. 13. (b). It should be caused by dynamic effect of 
higher energy released within very short time, but it is not obvious in the wet specimen. Microscope 
(VHX-7000, 100 X) observations in Fig. 13. (d) could also demonstrate this phenomenon. It verifies 
again that dry sandwich has released higher energy faster than wet sandwich, with the max cumulative 
heat source field near to 4 ∙ 100G�/��, compared to 1 ∙ 100G�/�� of wet sandwich. 
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In summary, it demonstrates that IRT could accurately monitor and localize the very fast skin 
damage evolution process of GFRP-balsa sandwich under 4-point bending, which in return validates 
the accuracy of the numerical PDA model. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, moisture absorption tests, AE wave velocity tests and 4-point bending tests monitored 
by IRT technique are coupled with Abaqus PDA model to study moisture effects on mechanical 
behaviors of GFRP-balsa sandwich structure, including bending stiffness and strength, as well as the 
damage initiation, evolution and localization. The main valuable conclusions include: 

1. As MC in a sandwich structure increases, AE wave velocity will decrease as a function of MC. 
Based on the relationships between MC, AE wave velocity and elastic modulus of sandwich, a 
new methodology was proposed, which aims to predict elastic modulus of skin of wet 
sandwich simply by Eq. (6) for the same materials as GFRP-balsa sandwich used in this work. 
Moreover, for any sandwich material, if the elastic modulus of the skin and the AE wave 
velocity of their dry material are known, the modulus of the skin of the wet sandwich can be 
predicted using Eq. (7a-b) by measuring its MC and the corresponding AE wave velocity. 
Experimental results and numerical prediction of 4-point bending behavior have proven that it 
can accurately evaluate bending stiffness of wet sandwich. 

2. PDA model proposed for laminates in Abaqus was firstly applied to GFRP-balsa sandwich to 
predict damage initiation and evolution process of the compressive upper skin, as well as the 
fracture load/displacement. Based on the proposed new methodology in this work, moisture 
effects on elastic modulus, strength, and fracture energy of woven GFRP skin are introduced 
into PDA model to improve the prediction accuracy of wet sandwich. It has been found that 
longitudinal/transverse fracture energy of woven glass epoxy laminates should be within 1 
N/mm -36 N/mm for better prediction of fracture load/displacement and damage evolution 
process. For wet sandwich with 120% MC, it’s better to reduce the fracture energy of dry 
sandwich within 50%-80%. 

3. Damage localizations and propagation paths predicted by PDA model were demonstrated by 
IRT observations. Good concordance has been obtained since IRT and PDA model have shown 
similarly that the upper skin of dry sandwich fully fractures much faster and releases higher 
energy in the center of zone 1. It means that moisture absorption will slow down the skin 
damage evolution of GFRP-balsa sandwich.  

4. It has been demonstrated interestingly that IRT could detect damages zones that agree well 
with those predicted by numerical simulation with DAMAGEFC=1 in Abaqus. 

In conclusion, an effective PDA model which can be used to accurately predict the bending 
responses and damage evolution mechanisms of GFRP-balsa sandwich has been proposed and 
validated by IRT monitoring. It will greatly benefit the engineering applications and academical 
research of sandwich structures, to save a lot of costs and time. 

Although the proposed model could predict the damage evolution of upper skin effectively, other 
very few damage modes such as skin/core debonding and core damages which may also occur in some 
specimens need to be validated by AE technique in the further work, to improve the characterization of 
all possible damage modes. Moreover, it will be meaningful to further demonstrate the model in other 
composite and sandwich materials, such as CFRP-balsa, CFRP-foam, GFRP-foam, CFRP-honeycomb 
and GFRP-honeycomb sandwich structures which are often applied in aviation, aerospace and marine 
industries. It also remains a challenge to distinguish the effects of induced damage because of the 
applied load and MC on the AE wave velocity reduction simultaneously in real application in the future 
work. 
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Figures (Color should be used for any figures in print.) 

                       
             (a) Geometry of triple dog-bone specimens                      (b) Loading condition 

Fig. 1. The geometry shape of GFRP-balsa sandwich specimens. 

 
Fig. 2. AE Hsu-Nielsen test setup of monitoring moisture effects on sandwich structures. 
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(a) 4-point bending setup. 

 
(b) IR camera setup. 

Fig. 3. 4-point bending test configuration monitored by IRT. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Moisture absorption behavior of GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

 
Fig. 5. Correlations between AE wave velocity and MC of GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

 
Fig. 6. Moisture effects on static 4-points bending behavior of GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

 
(a) Loading and boundary conditions 
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(b) Thin shell elements of GFRP skin and thick solid elements of balsa core 
Fig. 7. Abaqus model of GFRP-balsa sandwich under 4-point bending. 

 
Fig. 8. Bilinear traction-separation law of damage evolution criterion in Abaqus [28]. 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of bending stiffness of simulation and test results of GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

              
(a) Dry sandwich                                            (b) Wet sandwich 

Fig. 10.  Comparison of Force/Displacement curves from numerical simulation with experimental 
curves of GFRP-balsa sandwich under 4-point bending. 

 
(a) Final damage localization by PDA model.     

                                      
(b) Dis.=10.25 mm, F=1078 N.      (c) Dis.=10.28 mm, F=987 N.      (d) Dis.=10.30 mm, F=726 N. 

Fig. 11. Damage evolution prediction of dry sandwich by Abaqus simulation model Dry 2. 

   
(a) The final damage localization by PDA model.     
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  (b) Dis.=8.20 mm, F=701 N.      (c) Dis.=8.24 mm, F=678 N.      (d) Dis.=8.27 mm, F=635 N. 

Fig. 12. Damage evolution prediction of wet sandwich by Abaqus model Wet 2. 

                         
(a) t=350.36 s                              (b) t=351.37 s                               (c) t=351.40 s 

 
 (d) Microscope images of upper skin surface 

Fig. 13. Cumulative heat source (J/m3) field images and damage photos of dry GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

                        
(a) t=255.43 s                               (b) t=256.94 s                                (c) t=256.95 s 

 
(d) Microscope images of upper skin surface 

Fig. 14. Cumulative heat source (J/m3) field images and damage photos of wet GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

 

Tables  

Table 1 Sandwich specimen dimensions. 

Constituents   Length (mm) Max width (mm) Min width (mm) Thickness (mm) 

GFRP (1 skin) 280 70 40 0.5 

Balsa wood 280 70 40 9.5 

 

Table 2 Material parameters of woven glass fiber. 

Constituents E1 (GPa) E2 (GPa) G12 (GPa) G13 (GPa) G23 (GPa) ν0� 

GFRP 20 20 2.85 2.30 2.30 0.13 

 

Table 3 Material parameters of balsa wood. 

Constituents E1 E2 E3 G12 G13 G23 ν0� ν0� ν�� 
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(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) 

Balsa wood 0.092 0.092 2.5 0.003 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.01 0.01 

 

Table 4 Modified material parameters of wet woven glass fiber. 

Constituents E1 (GPa) E2 (GPa) G12 (GPa) G13 (GPa) G23 (GPa) ν0� 

Wet GFRP 
(120% MC) 

16 16 2.28 1.84 1.84  0.13 

 

Table 5 Strength values of dry and wet woven GFRP skin [38, 39, 41]. 

Model   

Longitudinal 
tensile 

strength 
(MPa) 

Longitudinal 
compressive 

strength  

(MPa) 

Transverse 
tensile 

strength  

(MPa) 

Transverse 
compressive 

strength 

(MPa) 

Longitudinal 
shear 

strength 
(MPa) 

Transverse 
shear 

strength 
(MPa) 

Dry 400 260 400 260 55 55 

Wet 260 169 260 169 36 36 

 

Table 6 Fracture energy values of PDA models of dry and wet woven GFRP skin in Abaqus. 

Model 
Compressive 

strength 
(MPa) 

Longitudinal 
tensile fracture 

energy 
(N/mm) 

Longitudinal 
compressive 

fracture energy 
(N/mm) 

Transverse 
tensile fracture 

energy 
(N/mm) 

Transverse 
compressive 

fracture energy 
(N/mm) 

Dry 1 

260 

1 1 1 1 

Dry 2 12 12 12 12 

Dry 3 24 24 24 24 

Dry 4 36 36 36 36 

Wet 1 

169 

12 12 12 12 

Wet 2 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6 

Wet 3 6 6 6 6 

 
Table 7 Moisture effects on thermal coefficients of GFRP-balsa sandwich. 

Type 
A 

��� ��⁄ � 
C 

(J/(kg•K)) 
k 

(W/(m•K)) 
T 

(10�d/K) 

Dry GFRP 1900 1000 0.95 8 

Dry balsa 148 2900 0.05 35 

Water 1000 4200 0.60 210 

Wet GFRP 1409 2745 0.76 118 

 




